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Intermediate Level       Time:  8 hours

Quilting the Kaye Wood Way 
It’s the technique that makes it easy!

1. Fussy-cut four octagon shapes:
 View the fabric motif through the 6"opening of the 

View & Do™ Octagon Shape. 
 You can't rotary cut around the inside of the Shape, so 

place the 4" View & Do Octagon Shape inside the 
opening of the 6" Octagon Shape.

 Remove the 6" Octagon Shape and rotary cut 
around the outside of the 4" Octagon Shape.

2. Cut strips to border the fabric octagons.
 white cut 3 strips   1" x 40"
  cut into 32  1" x 3" pieces
 orange cut 3 strips 1" x 40"
  cut into 32 1" x 4" pieces 
  
3. Sew a white strip to the top left side of the fabric 

octagon.
 Press the seam allowances away from the fabric 

octagon.

 Accuracy check: because the strips are very narrow 
(only ½" finished), measure each strip after it is 
sewn. It should measure ¾".

4. Line up the Starmaker 8 with the outside edges of 
the fabric octagon.

 Mark the Starmaker 8 with Static Sticker along the 
seamline between the white strip and the octagon.

5. Add a white strip to the opposite side of the 
octagon.

 Sew, press and cut, following the above directions.
 Each strip should be sewn, then pressed, then trimmed. This is 

more accurate than sewing all 4 sides, pressing and trimming.

6. Add white strips to two other sides.
 The Starmaker 8 insures the angles are accurate; 
 the Static Sticker insures the size of every white strip is the same.

7. Sew orange pieces to the other 4 sides of the 
octagon. The Static Sticker will be in a different 
position (between the octagon and the strip).

8. Sew white strips to the previous white strips, 
following the directions.

View & Do™ Octagon Shape 
Starmaker® 8 Master Template

Static Sticker™

Static 
Sticker

9. Sew orange strips to the previous orange strips, 
following the directions.

  
10. Dark green corners:
 Cut four 3" squares.
 Cut each diagonally.

11. Sew a triangle to three corners.
 Press the seam allowances toward 

the corners.
 Square up the corners.
 
10. Cut a 4" square for the center of 

the 4 blocks.
 Sew the square to the remaining 

corners of two diagonally opposite blocks.
 Sew all the way from edge to edge.
 Sew the other two blocks to the center square, but 

only sew from seam to seam.
 Press the seam allowances away from this square.


